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Abstract—Many human-robot interaction tasks require inferring human goals. Shared autonomy relies on the robot
inferring what the person wants in order to help them achieve it.
Autonomous driving relies on the robot inferring what the person
wants in order to effectively share the road with them. Goal
inference is typically passive: the robot looks to human actions for
observations about what they want, updating its estimate at every
step, and planning its actions using the current estimate. In this
paper we explore the pros and cons of active inference, where the
robot leverages its actions to trigger informative responses from
the human and converge to the correct estimate more quickly.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Human goal inference is a crucial part of human-robot
interaction. Imagine operating a robot arm via a joystick to
pick up an object – if the robot can infer what you want to do,
it can take actions that help you achieve it [1, 3, 7, 8, 10, 12].
Or imagine driving next to an autonomous car – if the
autonomous car knows you want to merge, it can better prepare
to accommodate that.
Work related to human goal inference falls under two broad
categories. Prior work in shared autonomy has explored how
the robot can recover a probability distribution over human
operator goals by treating their inputs as observations about
what they want to achieve [6, 7, 10]. The robot then plans
its actions using the most probable goal [3], or in expectation
over the possible goals [7, 10].
This inference is passive: the robot always plans with the
information it currently has, assuming it will not get more
information in the future. But in reality, the person will
continue to provide control input, and thus information. This
input that they will provide in the future will depend on what
the robot does now, because the robot changes the state of
the world, e.g., moving further away from the correct goal
when its current estimate is wrong, triggering input in the
correct direction. Because of the dependency on the robot’s
actions, this future human input is an opportunity for the
robot, because the robot can take actions that will result in
informative, disambiguating observations. This is called active
goal inference, and has only recently been explored in shared
autonomy by considering the operation modes that the robot
is in [5], or implicitly, by computing the exact solution to a
POMDP by discretizing the state space [9].
Active inference has been explicitly explored, however, in
the driving domain [11]. But there, it has been restricted to
inferring the human’s driving style in order to better anticipate
what they will do, assuming their goal is known. Actively
inferring goals is yet to be explored in driving as well.
This paper provides an analysis of inference that is both
active and over the space of goals, in both the shared autonomy
and the autonomous driving domains.

We simulate different types of human input, and explore its
effects on the overall system performance. One of our most
interesting findings is in shared autonomy. There, under the
standard observation model of human actions as Boltzmannrational [2] – i.e., human takes approximately optimal actions
given the correct goal – passive inference leads to actions that
are already good with respect to information gain. However,
this performance degrades under a different observation model.
We explore a model in which humans actually react to the
robot’s actions, as opposed to solely providing an approximately optimal input regardless of what the robot does. We
model people as providing input only when the robot is highly
suboptimal, intervening to correct the robot (a model supported
by findings in [4]). With this new model, we find that actively
gathering information outperforms passive inference.
Overall, we find that active goal inference can sometimes be
useful, but its utility depends on how people actually behave,
how we model them, and what prior we start off with.
II. ACTIVE G OAL I NFERENCE
We consider problems in which a robot R can take actions
uR that affect the state of the world via some dynamics model
x0 = f (x, uR ). The robot wants to optimize a reward function
rR (x, uR ; θH )

(1)

that can depend on a desired human’s goal θH . In shared
autonomy, the reward will incentivize the robot to reach the
desired goal. In driving, the reward will incentivize the robot to
reach its own destination and avoid collisions with the humandriven car.
The robot does not observe θH directly, but gets observations about it in the form of human actions uH (control input
by the operator in shared autonomy, controls to the humandriven car in driving). The robot knows an observation model
P (uH |x, uˆR , θH )

(2)

with uˆR the human’s estimate of what the robot’s action will
be (which is uR if the human gets to first observe uR and
then react). We assume that the robot also has a model of uˆR .
This is a POMDP over x and θH as states. Solving it would
result in a policy that effectively trades off between exploiting
the current information and taking actions that gather more,
depending on how useful that new information would be. We
are particularly interested in systems where it is not tractable
to compute the exact solution to the POMDP, e.g. when we
are dealing with continuous domains for x and uR .
A natural solution is to separate estimation and control. This
leads to passive estimation. At every step, the robot has a

